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Branding and 
Social 
Entrepreneurship



What we’re covering
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How the theory behind brands is shifting

The involvement of consumers, citizens and other 
stakeholders in creating meaning

How social entrepreneurs build brands – the principles 
and the practice



3 minutes: type in chat
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What’s your favourite ‘social’ 
brand? And why?
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The changing world of
brands and branding
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• Consistent and relevant communication
• Symbolic leadership
• Active use in day to day decision-making
• Build into HR and Learning programmes
• Connect employees with external stakeholders
• Inspire but don’t control – be courageous

How to ground the 
brand…

‘put the brand behind your 
employees before asking 
your employees to get 
behind the brand’

What is a Brand? (adapted from Aaker)

Functional
benefits

Emotional
benefits

Self-Expressive
benefits

Participatory
benefits

Value proposition
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From abstract to human 
centric…reflecting and shaping 
identities
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“Brand management is no 
longer in the position to 
unilaterally define and control 
brand meaning but needs to 
perceive itself as one actor 
among many.”
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From controlled to co-
created…always becoming



How Organizations and Individuals interact
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Social entrepreneur 
brands



Bullies 
© Nicholas Ind and Oriol Iglesias



The Power of Virtue
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Social entrepreneurs are lead users with a conscience

Focus is on solving environmental and social problems that commercial brands miss or 
ignore – often in creative ways

Brands have to act on problems and communicate the challenge and the solution

Have to build networks to deliver solutions

Get consumers to think as citizens
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“Virtue is not a finite 
resource to be conserved 
but a value that grows 
with use.” 
Mark Carney with reference to Adam Smith and The Theory of Moral Sentiments
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More than just virtue…



Virtue plus
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There are virtuous consumers  who act on conscience

But gap between statement and action

To influence wider audience have to align with brand benefits

And deliver a quality brand experience















15 minutes: discuss
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Think of a social 
problem/challenge that needs to 
be tackled?
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Making it work



Making it work
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Need deep insight into people’s motivations eg ethnography/netnography

Clarity of purpose built on core principles that is shared with an ecosystem

Open, fair and responsible values

Create relevant experiences with internal and external stakeholders

Multi-stakeholder orientation and measurement: impacts on employees, community, 
partners, environment and customers



The implications for Managers
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Managers’ role is to create a shared understanding of the purpose (connect the past to 
the future)

Requires a ‘participatory, humble and empathetic’ leadership style

Become orchestrators/conductors of a collaborative network of stakeholders

Provide direction but also freedom to others to enrich



Sharing through stories
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Need to overcome lack of consumer knowledge and enable consumers to understand the 
impacts of their behaviour: issues and consequences

Requires an approach that engages and persuades: the value of stories

Important that stories are authentic and tangible: challenge existing perceptions and encourage 
new actions








